I. Introduction. Physicists believe that quantum field theory can describe the interactions between elementary particles. The difficulties in constructing model quantum field theories become more tractable in two dimensional space-time. The best understood two dimensional model is the "A(<£ 4 )2 quantum field theory" [l]- [4] . We discuss this model which describes a self interacting boson field <t>(x, t).
Let We first establish the theorem for pure Lorentz transformations {0, A/?} and compact sets (Bi in the quadrant {x> \t\\. Given /3o>0, we construct a unitary group £/(j3)=exp (iJkT/3) satisfying (8) for |j8| <]8o. Our choice of a selfadjoint local generator M is motivated by familiar formal expressions in the physics literature. It is technically convenient to have 0 2g M, which is possible only if (Bi C {x > \ t \ }.
The key step in proving (8) is to show that <j>(x f t) of (5) 
